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What is the maximum length of a lap joint stub end as per 

standard? 

A stub end, used with a backing flange, is a short pipe with one flared end. 

The other end is square-cut, grooved or threaded. The maximum length of 

a lap joint stub end is generally up to 80 inches. You can get a stub end 

short pattern or long pattern (ASA and MSS). 

A stub end gets welded to a pipe with identical specifications, i.e., nominal 

pipe size, schedule, and grade. It gets used together with a backing flange.  

Consumers can use a short stub end or a long one depending on the 

requirement. A prime advantage is that the flange can use cheaper 

material than the pipe, say, carbon steel. Since the stub end gets welded to 

the piping, it must have the same grade as the pipe, for instance, sch 10 

stub end. 

For what type of flange would a stub end be used? 

Stub ends work with backing flanges. The most common type is ‘A’ or a lap 

joint stub end, manufactured to fit lap joint flanges. They have similar 

mating surfaces to allow you to load the flare face smoothly.  

A type b stub end works with slip-on ones. These components can fit with 

flanges of various materials. Stub ends don’t need to use the same grade 

or schedule as the pipe. For instance, a stub end for stainless steel piping 

can get used with a backing flange of carbon steel. 

You can also get a type c stub end to work with both backing flanges, but 

they are not as popular.  
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What is the fillet radius in stub end dimensions? 

Stub ends frequently work with lap joint flanges or slip-on ones. They 

comprise a barrel with a bevel at one end, while the other has a fillet radius. 

The radius of the fillet comes from a stub end flange dimensions chart. It 

differs based on the type of flange used. As it increases, the limit turning 

height also goes up. It also increases with the diameter of the neutral layer.  

Choosing the fillet radius well is critical for getting the best design for your 

requirement. Additionally, verify the suitable thickness of the long stub 

end, material, and neutral layer. 

What is the difference between MSS type a stub end 

dimensions and type b stub end dimensions? 

Stub ends are available in different types. The most common is type A - 

manufactured to fit lap joint flanges. An mss type a stub end can bolt two 

lengths of piping together. The stub end and the flange have similar 

mating surfaces to enable you to load the face. You can get them a stub 

end long pattern or a short pattern, where the latter is MSS type A. Type B, 

on the other hand, is used with slip-on flanges.  

The dimensions of the two types depend on the lap thickness and the 

nominal thickness of the pipe wall. MSS type a ends have lap thickness 

greater than or equal to the nominal thickness. Likewise, MSS type b has 

the lap thickness on the short ends more than or equal to the nominal pipe 

thickness. In both cases, the outer corner radius receives the stub end 

flange. 

What is OD in stainless steel stub end dimensions? 

Stainless steel gets commonly used to manufacture these components 

due to its strength and corrosion resistance. Stainless steel stub end 
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dimensions get calculated from the nominal pipe size and the wall 

thickness. These stub ends have one flared end, and the other gets welded 

to the pipe. A steel stub end has the bore size to which the end gets welded 

of the same size. Here, the OD refers to the outer or outside diameter of the 

pipe. 

The lap joint flange stub end must use the same material grade as the 

pipeline. But the lap flange can be lower grade. The price difference 

between stainless steel and carbon steel has reduced, but a combination 

can still be cost-effective. So, for example, an sch 40 stub end and a carbon 

steel flange. 

 




